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Coherent changes of southeastern equatorial and northern African rainfall during the last deglaciation

Bette L. Otto-Bliesner,1,2 James M. Russell,2 Peter U. Clark,3 Zhengyu Liu,4,5 Jonathan T. Overpeck,6 Bronwen Koneycky,7 Peter deMenocal,8 Sharon E. Nicholson,9 Feng He,4 Zhengyao Lu1

During the last deglaciation, wetter conditions developed abruptly ~14,700 years ago in southeastern equatorial and northern Africa and continued into the Holocene. Explaining the abrupt onset and hemispheric cohesiveness of this early African Humid Period is challenging due to opposing seasonal insolation patterns. In this work, we use a transient simulation with a climate model that provides a mechanistic understanding of deglacial tropical African precipitation changes. Our results show that meltwater-induced reduction in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) during the early deglaciation suppressed precipitation in both regions. Once the AMOC reestablished, wetter conditions developed north of the equator in response to high summer insolation and increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations, whereas wetter conditions south of the equator were a response primarily to the GHG increase.

The future response of African rainfall to increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations is a critical socio-economic issue, with implications for water resources, agriculture, and potential conflict (2), but uncertainties among model projections remain (2–4). African hydroclimate changed substantially during the last deglaciation, the most recent time period during which natural global warming was associated with increases in GHG concentrations. Numerous proxy records from Africa indicate that dry conditions during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (~21,000 years ago, or 21 ka) were rapidly replaced by a much wetter interval, referred to as the African Humid Period (AHP), starting ~14.7 ka over much of Africa. Over North Africa (NA), the start of the AHP has been widely recorded in lake-level records (5, 6) and proxies of aeolian and fluvial processes preserved in marine sediments from the eastern Atlantic Ocean (7–10). At the same time, a near-contemporaneous precipitation increase is also recorded in southeastern equatorial Africa (SEA) (to 9°S) by lake-level records (11–14), as well as in pollen and geochemical records from lake sediments (14–16).

Models and data establish that the initial increase of NA summer monsoonal rainfall occurred in response to increasing local insolation associated with orbital variations (17), amplified through feedbacks with the ocean and possibly vegetation (28–29), but the cause of the abrupt start of the AHP remains unclear. Proposed triggers include a nonlinear threshold response to gradually changing summer insolation (8) and/or the recovery of deep convection in the North Atlantic following cessation of a Northern Hemisphere meltwater event (21). Similarly, the cause for the synchronous onset of the AHP in the SEA region has remained enigmatic, as models and theory suggest that orbital forcing of local summer insolation at these latitudes should have reduced precipitation (22).

Here, we analyze transient simulations of the climate evolution from the LGM to the early Holocene (11 ka) with a global coupled atmosphere–ocean–sea ice–land general circulation model (CCSM3) to assess possible mechanisms for the abrupt, synchronous onset of the AHP in NA and SEA. The model has a latitude-longitude resolution of ~3.75° in the atmosphere and ~3° in the ocean and includes a dynamic global vegetation module (supplementary text). The model successfully captures the large-scale observed modern features of African climate, including seasonal shifts of winds, the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), and precipitation to the summer hemispheres (figs. S2 and S3). To characterize the regional precipitation responses during the deglaciation, we examine model changes in the NA region defined by 11.1° to 18.6°N and 5.6° to 20.6°E and in the SEA region defined by 0° to 7.4°S and 24.4° to 43.1°E (see supplementary text and fig. S7 for sensitivity of model results to the definitions of the regions).

The prescribed forcings and boundary conditions for the full-forcing simulation (TraCE) include orbitally forced insolation changes, increasing atmospheric concentrations of the long-lived GHGs, and retreating ice sheets and associated meltwater release to the oceans (23, 24) (fig. S1). We also explore the individual contributions of orbital forcing and GHGs during the deglaciation with two sensitivity experiments: (i) TraCE orbital-only, where only the orbital forcing is allowed to vary, with all other forcings kept at their values for 17 ka, and (ii) TraCE GHG-only, where only the concentrations of the GHGs change, increasing from low concentrations at 17 ka to close to their pre-industrial concentrations by 10 ka. In both sensitivity experiments, the prescribed insolation and meltwater release are held constant at 17-ka conditions, and this meltwater maintains a strongly reduced Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) afterward.

The temporal evolution of the simulated deglacial precipitation shows good agreement with individual proxy records. TraCE and a proxy record of humidity (9) both show dry conditions in the central Sahel at the LGM, a decrease in precipitation at ~17 ka, an abrupt increase at the onset of the Bolling-Allered warm interval, an episode of drying during the Younger Dryas (YD) (12.9 to 11.7 ka), and an increase during the early Holocene (Fig. 1B). The total leaf-area index of simulated vegetation over the Sahel...
closely parallels changes in precipitation, starting from low values signifying primarily bare ground followed by increasing values starting at ~16 ka (Fig. 1C). To the extent that precipitation and vegetation cover influence availability of sediment for aeolian transport, the temporal evolution of these simulated properties can be used to explain a record of terrigenous dust flux sourced from subtropical NA (9) (Fig. 1C).

Simulated deglacial changes in SEA hydrology are similar to those simulated for NA, including a near-synchronous start and subsequent persistence of the AHP. After peak dry conditions at ~17 ka, TraCE simulates a gradual increase in precipitation starting at ~16.5 ka and a large, abrupt increase at ~14.7 ka associated with the start of the AHP (Fig. 1D). These changes are observed in two SEA proxy records from Lakes Tanganayika (16) and Challa (14) (Fig. 1D), which show an abrupt onset of the AHP synchronous within a few hundred years of the precipitation increase simulated by the model. Rainfall changes in the Congo basin of western equatorial Africa, which integrate precipitation changes north and south of the equator, indicate drying from LGM to 17 ka and then increasing precipitation in both TraCE and proxy data (25) (Fig. 1E).

We use empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) and their associated principal components (PCs) to extract the dominant modes of precipitation variability from the TraCE simulation and moisture balance from proxy data (table S1). The first EOF mode (EOF1) (48.0% of total variance) of the proxy data shows an in-phase relation over most of Africa that extends southward to the latitude of Lake Malawi (9° to 14°S, 34° to 35°E), whereas the associated PC1 indicates increasing moisture from the LGM to early Holocene (Fig. 2A). EOF1 of model precipitation (39.2% of total variance) and its associated PC1 (Fig. 2B) reproduce the overall spatial and temporal behavior seen in the data, except in southeastern Africa. A record of the Zambezi River discharge from this part of Africa (26) that is not included in the EOF analysis because of its shorter length (<17 ka) shows an out-of-phase relation with the north, consistent with the TraCE simulation.

Because seasonal insolation trends are phased between the two hemispheres, the in-phase relation over most of Africa shown by the data and model suggests that some other forcing must be driving precipitation change during the deglaciation. A primary role for GHG forcing of this spatially coherent hydroclimatic change is evident from the similarity of the EOF1 fields for the TraCE GHG-only (fig. S4B) and TraCE experiments (Fig. 2B). Although EOF1 for the TraCE orbital-only experiment indicates that local insolation played an important role in explaining increasingly humid conditions over NA, it has negligible loadings over the SEA region (fig. S4A), in contradiction with both proxy data and the TraCE simulation (Fig. 2).

The second EOF modes of the data and TraCE (16.4 and 17.2% of total variance, respectively) both indicate an in-phase relation of much of NA and SEA (Fig. 2, C and D). The character of the data PC2 is similar to that simulated by the model, particularly when the model PC2 is sampled at the same resolution as the data to account for potential aliasing artifacts (Fig. 2, C and D), although the model has a more muted recovery from the YD. There is a clear relation between the model PC2 (Fig. 2D) and the simulated AMOC (Fig. 1A), supporting arguments for a strong millennial modulation of African precipitation by changes in the AMOC (21, 27, 28).

We next assess the model responses to deglacial forcings that caused the AHP. In NA, our TraCE model results suggest that the AHP is largely associated with increased precipitation during the boreal summer (fig. S5A). From 17 to 11 ka, the summer monsoon over NA intensifies and shifts northward due to the combined effects of orbital and GHG forcing, though, as for all comparable climate models (28), not as far northward as the data suggest, highlighting a shortcoming of the models in simulating the AHP climate of this northerly region. Sea-level pressure decreases over NA, and attendant increased southwesterly flow brings moisture from the Atlantic into NA and enhances precipitation in a broad east-west band over the Sahel and southern Sahara to ~22°N (Fig. 3A). For the other seasons, simulated precipitation remains

Fig. 1. TraCE simulation with all deglacial forcings (fig. S1) in comparison to proxy data. Model variables are plotted as decadens means (light red) and as sampled at temporal resolution of data (darker red). See Fig. 3 for definition of model NA and SEA regions. (A) 232Th/230Th ratio at Bermuda rise (GGC5 core, 33°42′N, 5°35′W) as a proxy for AMOC export (black) (32) and model maximum AMOC (Sv). (B) GeoB7920-2 (20°45′N, 18°35′W) continental humidity index (black) (9) and model NA precipitation (millimeters per year). (C) Ocean Drilling Program site 658C (20°45′N, 18°35′W) terrigenous percentage (black) (8) and model NA total leaf area index (TLAI) (square meters per square meters). (D) Lake Tanganyika (6°42′S, 29°50′E) hydrogen isotopic composition of leaf waxes (δDwax) (per mil versus Vienna standard mean ocean water, black) (6), Lake Challa (3°19′S, 37°42′E) branched and isoprenoid tetraether (BIT) index (blue) (14), and model SEA precipitation (millimeters per year). (E) GeoB6518 (5°35′S, 11°13′E) δDmax (black) (25) and Congo Basin (7°4′N to 11°1′S, 131°E to 28.1°E) model precipitation (millimeters per year). Green shading delineates AHP.
low throughout the entire simulation from the LGM to the early Holocene (fig. S5A).

Results from our single forcing experiments indicate that GHG and orbital forcings each contributed to the enhanced summer monsoon and precipitation increase across NA from 17 to 11 ka seen in the TraCE results. TraCE GHG-only shows an increase in precipitation in the southern Sahel but little broadening of the tropical rainbelt (Fig. 3B). TraCE orbital-only similarly shows enhanced precipitation in the Sahel while additionally expanding the monsoon precipitation northward (Fig. 3C). In the central Sahel, orbital forcing explains ~60% of the precipitation increase from 17 to 11 ka and GHG forcing explains the remaining ~40% (fig. S6).

The simulated AHP in SEA is associated with increased precipitation from the austral spring through fall, whereas simulated precipitation remains low during the austral winter (June-July-August (JJA)) throughout the deglacial period (fig. S5B). TraCE suggests a different seasonal nature of SEA precipitation at LGM than during the AHP, with austral summer (December-January-February (DJF)) precipitation explaining proportionately more of the annual precipitation (fig. S5B). In general, DJF precipitation increases from 17 to 11 ka throughout the southern tropics, extending from the Atlantic Ocean, across Africa, and into the Indian Ocean (Fig. 3D). The single forcing experiments indicate that most of this response (90%) is from the increase in GHGs (fig. S6), which caused DJF precipitation over the SEA region to increase from 17 to 11 ka (Fig. 3E). In the TraCE orbital-only experiment, on the other hand, decreased DJF insolation cools the land relative to the ocean, slightly weakening convection and precipitation over SEA near Lake Tanganyika while enhancing convection and precipitation over the Indian Ocean from 17 to 11 ka (Fig. 3F).

Proxy records and TraCE also exhibit consistent patterns and amplitude of changes in sea surface temperature (SST) around Africa from 17 to 11 ka (Fig. 4A and table S2). The differential warming in the northern Atlantic Ocean relative to the south, and in the western Indian Ocean relative to the east, is important in driving the increased precipitation in NA and SEA, respectively. The single forcing experiments indicate that increases in GHGs are primarily responsible for the overall SST increases and their regional patterns (Fig. 4B). Orbital forcing further reduces the meridional SST gradient in the North Atlantic, with warming north of the equator and slight cooling at and south of the equator (Fig. 4C).

Although our single forcing experiments demonstrate that GHG forcing played an important role in the moistening trends over NA (and particularly SEA), linking precipitation changes between the hemispheres, our TraCE simulation shows that millennial-scale changes in the AMOC are critical in synchronizing the onset of the AHP in these regions (Figs. 1 and 2). Our simulation agrees with other modeling studies (27–29) in finding that freshwater added to North Atlantic sites of deepwater formation reduces the AMOC, with an attendant shift in the ITCZ southward over the Atlantic Ocean in response to higher SSTs south of the equator and cooling north of the equator and a reduction of precipitation over NA. The bipolar Atlantic SST response and southward shift in the ITCZ also explain the opposite loadings of model EOF2 between North Africa and western equatorial Africa (Fig. 2D). Cooling over the North Atlantic is also rapidly transmitted eastward into Europe and Asia through the atmosphere (30), enhancing the boreal winter Mediterranean-Arabian anticyclone. This results in northerly wind anomalies advecting cool and dry air over East Africa and the western Indian Ocean. This in turn results in cooler western Indian Ocean SSTs both north and south of the equator and a reduction of SEA precipitation (supplementary text and fig. S8). At ~14.7 ka, the cessation of meltwater forcing, the rapid resumption of AMOC, and the associated SST changes triggered abrupt and synchronous increases in precipitation in NA and SEA associated with the start of the AHP.

The spatial pattern of precipitation in EOF1 (Fig. 2B) is markedly similar to the historical patterns (31), as well as CMIP5 ensemble projection for precipitation changes over tropical Africa by the end.
Fig. 3. Deglacial precipitation change (millimeters per month), 11 ka minus 17 ka, as simulated by the model. (A and D) TracE, (B and E) TracE GHG-only, and (C and F) TracE orbital-only. The box in (A) represents the NA region used to characterize model results (11.1° to 18.6°N, 5.6° to 20.6°E); the box in (D) represents the SEA region (0° to 7.4°S, 24.4° to 43.1°E). NH, Northern Hemisphere; SH, Southern Hemisphere. JJA, June-July-August; DJF, December-January-February.

Fig. 4. Deglacial annual SST change (°C), 11 ka minus 17 ka, as simulated by the model and from proxy records. (A) TracE, (B) TracE GHG-only, and (C) TracE orbital-only. Proxy records plotted in (A) are tabulated in table S2.
of this century (3). Although multiple forcings influence African climate during the deglaciation, the agreement between proxy records and our simulated evolution of rainfall indicates that the processes and sensitivity of GHG-driven rainfall change are well simulated in our fully coupled global climate model. This lends confidence to the CMIP5 climate model ensemble projections of future precipitation change over tropical Africa at the continental scale.
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Multidecadal warming of Antarctic waters

Sunke Schmittko,1,2*, Karen J. Heywood,1 Andrew F. Thompson,2 Shigeru Aoki1

Decadal trends in the properties of seawater adjacent to Antarctica are poorly known, and the mechanisms responsible for such changes are uncertain. Antarctic ice sheet mass loss is largely driven by ice shelf basal melt, which is influenced by ocean-ice interactions and has been correlated with Antarctic Continental Shelf Bottom Water (ASBW) temperature. We document the spatial distribution of long-term large-scale trends in temperature, salinity, and core depth over the Antarctic continental shelf and slope. Warming at the seabed in the Bellingshausen and Amundsen seas is linked to increased heat content and to a shoaling of the mid-depth temperature maximum over the continental slope, allowing warmer, saltier water to greater access to the shelf in recent years. Regions of ASBW warming are those exhibiting increased ice shelf melt.

The Antarctic ice sheet is the largest reservoir of terrestrial ice and is a significant contributor to sea level rise in a warming climate (1). Massive ice shelf disintegration and rapid acceleration of glacial flow have occurred in recent decades (2) or are potentially looming (3). These events are generally linked to enhanced basal melt (4, 5), which reduces buttressing and accelerates glacier flow. An increase in basal melt may be linked to stronger sub-ice shelf circulation of Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW). It is not known whether changes in the delivery of warm water to the underside of the ice shelf are caused by increased heat content, increased volume flux responding to changes in wind and buoyancy forcing, or some combination of the two (6, 7). Here, we focus on documenting long-term temperature and salinity changes in ocean properties over the continental shelf and slopes.

We refer to the water occupying the sea floor on the Antarctic continental shelf as Antarctic Continental Shelf Bottom Water (ASBW) and the temperature minimum layer, representing the remnant of the winter mixed layer, as Winter Water (WW). Atmospheric processes, adjacent water masses, ice shelf and continental freshwater fluxes, and bathymetry-dependent cross-shelf water exchange at the shelf break determine the hydrographic properties of ASBW. Hence, ASBW is a mixture of CDW, WW, and waters originating from continental runoff, ice shelf melting, or sea ice formation. Temporal changes in ASBW may represent changes either in formation processes or in properties of source waters. ASBW has freshened in the Ross Sea (8) and northwest Weddell Sea (9), with the former generally linked to enhanced upstream ice shelf melt. Recent research has identified large-scale warming of both CDW north of 60°S (10) and Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) (11). However, statistically significant long-term warming of ASBW has been observed only in localized regions (12), and trends in CDW properties over the Antarctic continental slope have not previously been described in detail.

Using a comprehensive compilation of observational data sets (table S1) [(13) and supplementary materials], we found that temporal trends in ASBW temperature and salinity have a distinct regional pattern (Fig. 1). The Bellingshausen Sea and Amundsen Sea shelves show significant warming (0.1° to 0.3°C decade−1; Fig. 1, C and E) and salinification (0.01 to 0.04 g kg−1 decade−1; Fig. 1, D and F) since the 1990s, when sufficient observations became available (fig. S2). The Ross Sea is freshening (−0.027 ± 0.012 g kg−1 decade−1), and the western Weddell Sea reveals a slight cooling (−0.05° ± 0.04°C decade−1) and freshening (−0.01 ± 0.007 g kg−1 decade−1); older measurements allow these trends to be calculated from the 1970s. The Cosmonaut Sea is
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